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Congratulations
Call for Regulation
Current policy based system

- Central system of exchanges, brokers, banks, clearing & settlement, custodians and consumers
- Composition of trust by rules/policies, institutes, licences and supervision
- An infrastructure that changes from legacy → renewal → innovation
BLOCKCHAIN AND SUPERVISION

*It is not about regulating blockchain...*

**IT IS ABOUT THE ACTIVITIES PERFORMED WITH THE BLOCKCHAIN**

- Blockchain will enable activities which were impossible before and these may require new regulation
- Current regulated activities may be challenged by blockchain based activities

**IT IS ABOUT THE USAGE OF BLOCKCHAINS**

- Can the consumer rely on the blockchain technology
- *Ethical and Controlled business behavior*  *(WFT 4.14, 4.15 & 3.17)*
Challenge for the blockchain lab:

*Can we use blockchain to (self) regulate blockchain*

→*Trust on and in the Internet*
Enjoy the ride!